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Short charge wording -reference to National Road 
Traffic Act, 1996 

Sect. 58(1) 

Sect. 58(1) 

ailed to comply with the directions conveyed by a roac 
amc mark by driving, parking or stopping in an exclusivc 
larked lane. Non-RWC 

ailed to comply with the d~rections conveyed by a roac 
affic mark by driving, parking or stopplng in an exclusivc 
larked lane. RWC 

ailed to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
affic mark by entering a box area in a junction whilst 
lable to move forward. Non-RWC 

ailed to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
lffic mark by entering a box area In a junct~on whilst 
iable to move forward. RWC 

31led to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
~ftic mark by stopping or crossing a zig-zag zone area. 

Sect. 58(1) 

Sect 58(1) 

Sect. 58(1) 

Sect 58(1) 

Sect. 58(1) 

- - 

m-RWC 

liled to com~lv with the directions conveved bv a road . . . . 
~ffic mark by stopping or crossing a zlg-zag zone area. 
NC 
~iled to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
~ffic mark by stopping adjacent to a no stopping line 
arking. Non-RWC 

liled to comply with the d~rections conveyed by a road 
lffic mark by stopplng adjacent to a no stopping line 
arkma. RWC 

Sect 58(1) 

Sect. 58(1) 

Sect. 58(1) 

Sect. 58(1) 

iled to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
ffic mark by parking on a yellow pamted no parkingl I 2 + 

e Non-RWC 

 led to complv w~th the dlrect~ons conveved bv a road) . . . . 
ffic mark by parking on a yellow palnted no parking1 I 1 5 1 0 I 
8. RWC 1 1  
iled to comply with the directions conveyed by a road1 1 
ffic mark by ;peratlng beyonda painted n-o moiorcyclel I 1 5 1 0 1 250 1 125 1 125 

iled to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
ftic mark at a traffic circle by not yielding to traffic that 
ssed the yield line before him or her or who travelled in 

I 5 0 250 

antl-clock wise direction. Non-RWC 

Sect 58(1) 1 

Failed to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
mark at a trafflc circle by not yielding to traffic that 

crossed the yield line before him or her or who travelled in 
1 I 1 10 1 1 / 500 

an anti-clock wise direction. RWC 

. . 
depictedon the  sign.^^^- 
Failed to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 

1678 4082 Sect. 58(1) traffic mark by not stopping behind the stop line. Non- 1 10 1 500 250 250 
Dt A I C  
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Sect. ~ ( 1 )  
ailed to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
affic mark by not stopping behind the stop line. RWC 

Sect. 58(1) 

Sect. 58(1) 

ailed to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
alfic mark by not yielding right ofway to all trafic joining1 I 1 5 
 at road. Non-RWC 

ailed to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
afic mark by not yielding right ofway to all trafficjoining I 10 
 at road. RWC 

ailed to com~lv with the directions conveved bv vieldl 
Sect 58(1) 

Sect 58(1) 

Sect 58(1) 

Sect 58(1) 

le marking by not yielding right ofway to a pedestrianat 
pedestrian crossing. Non-RWC 

le marking by not yielding right of way to a pedestr~anat 
pedestrian crossing RWC 

ailed to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
l f i c  mark by not yielding, slowing down or stopping at a I 
?destrian crossing lines marking. Non-RWC 

ailed to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
afic mark by not yielding, slowing down or stopping at a I 
?destrian crossing lines marking. RWC 

jiled to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
i f ic mark by not yielding, slowing down or stopping at a 
x k  pedestrian crossing lines marking. Non-RWC 1 l 5  Sect. 58(1) 

Failed to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
Sect. 58(1) tralfic mark by not yielding, slowing down or stopping at a I 

block pedestrian crossing lines marking. RWC 

1688 1 1 10 I Sect, 58(1) 
Not comply with direction of a traffic signal : steady red 
disc light signal. Non-RWC 

,689 4093 Sect, 58(1) I 15 Vehicle not comply with the direction of traffic signal : 
steady red disc light signal. RWC 

Isgo 4094 Sect, 58(1) I 2 Pedestrian not comply with drection of a trafic signal : 
steady red disc light signal. 

Pedal Cyclist, rickshaw driver or animal drawn vehicle not 1 1691 1 4095 / Sect. 58(1) /comply with direction of a trams signal : steady red disc( I 
lioht sional " - 

1692 40g6 Sect, 58(1) I 10 1 Not comply with the direction of traffic signal :flashing red 
d~sc light signal. Non-RWC 

1693 4097 Sect, 58(1) I 15 2 
Not comply with the direction of traffic signal :flashing red 
disc light signal. RWC 
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1 1700 1 4104 ( Sect, 5B(1) Il;nf;pmply with road traffic sign : flashing red disc ligh 
-. =. . -. 

1701 4105 Sect, 58(1) Not comply with road traffic sign : flashing red disc ligh 
signal. RWC 

4106 Sect 58(1) 
Not comply with road traffic sign : flashing red arrow ligh 
signal 

1703 4107 Sect, 5B(1) Not comply with road traffic sign : flashing red arrow ligh 
sional. RWC 
Pedal cycle, rickshaw or animal drawn vehicle no I 1704 I 4108 I Sect. SB(1) I comply with road traffic sign : flashing red arrow ligh 
signal 

1705 4109 Sect, 5B(1) 
Not comply with direction of traffic signal : steady yellow 
disc light signal. RWC 
Not comply with direction of traffic signal : steady yel lo~ 

1706 4110 Sect. 58(1) 
disc light signal. Non-RWC 

Pedal cycle, rickshaw or animal drawn vehicle n u  1 1707 1 4111 I Sect. 58(1) / comply with direction of road traffic sign : steady yellou 
disc light signal 

1708 4112 Sect, 5B(1) Pedestrian not comply with direction of road traffic sign : 
steady yellow disc light signal 

1709 4113 Sect, 58(1) 
Not comply with traffic signal : flashing yellow disc light 
signal. Non-RWC 

1710 4114 Sect, 5B(1) 
Not comply with traffic signal : flashing yellow disc light 
signal. RWC 

I Pedal cycle, rickshaw or animal drawn vehicle not 1 1711 1 4115 1 Sect. SB(1) lcornply ki th road traffic sign : flashing yellow disc light 
signal 
Pedestrian not comply with road traffic sign : flashing 

1712 4116 Sect. "(l) 
yellow disc light signal 

171 41 17 Sect, 58(1) 
Not comply with the direction of traffic s~gnal - steady 
yellow disc bus light 
Not comply with direction of traffic signal : steady yellow 1714 4118 Sect. 58(1) 
tram disc light signal 

1715 4119 Sect, 5B(1) 
Not comply with road traffic sign : steady yellow arrow 
lioht sional. Non-RWC 

1716 4120 Sect, 58(1) 
Not comply with road traffic sign : steady yellow arrow 
light signal. RWC 

1717 4121 Sect. 58(1) 
Not comply with road traffic sign : steady green disc light 
signal. Non-RWC 

1718 4122 Sect, 58(1) 
Not comply with road traffic sign : steady green disc light 
sianal. RWC 

1719 4123 Sect 5B(1) 
Pedal Cycl~st not comply w~th road traffic slgn steady 
green d~sc hght stgnal I 

1720 4124 Sect, 58(1) 
Pedestrian not comply with road traffic sign : steady 
green disc light signal 

1721 4125 Sect, 58(1) 
Not comply with road traffic sign : steady green bus disc 
lioht 

1722 4126 Sect, 58(1) 
Not comply with road traffic slgn : steady green tram disc 
light 

1723 4127 Sect, 5B(1) 
Not comply with road traffic sign : flashing green bus disc 
linht 

L - 
1724 4128 Sect, 5B(1) I 15 2 750 3 

Not comply with road traffic sign : flashing green tram 
disc light 

1725 4129 Sect 5B(1) I 10 1 500 2 
Not comply with road traffic sign : steady green arrow 
light signal. NokRWC I 

1726 4130 Sect, 58(1, 15 2 750 375 375  0 
Not comply with road traffic sign : steady green arrow I 
light signal. RWC 
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I I I 

Pedal cycle, rickshaw or animal drawn vehicle not 
Sect. 58(1) comply with road traffic sign : steady green arrow light I 2 

signal 

Sect, 58(1) 
Pedestrian not comply with road traffic sign : steady 
green arrow light signal 

I 2 

Sect, 58(1) 
Not comply with road traffic sign : flashing green arrow 
light. Non-RWC 

1 10 

Not comply with road traffic sign : Rashing green arrow 
Sect' 58(1) light. RWC 

I 15 

Pedestrian failed to comply with the directions"conveyed 
Sect. 58(1) by a road traffic signal by crossing the roadway beforethe I 2 

green man light signal was displayed. 

Pedestrian failed to comply with road traffic light signal : 
I Sect 58(1) flashing red man light signal 2 

Failed to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
Sect. 58(1) traffic signal by not yielding to pedestrians when the 

green man light signal was displayed. Non-RWC 

As a pedestrian failed to comply with the direction of a 
Sect.58(1) steady green man light signal in that he or she did not I 2 

cross the junction within the pedestrian crossing 

Failed to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
Sect. 58(1) traffic signal by not yielding to pedestrians when the I 10 

green man light signal was displayed. RWC 

Failed to comply with the directions conveyed by a road 
Sect. 58(1) traffic signal by not yielding to pedestrians when the I 15 

green man light signal was displayed. RWC - - . . 

Sect, 58(1) 
Not comply with road traffic sign : steady red pedal cycle 
lioht sianal I 2 

Pedal cyclist crossed roadway whilst red flashmg light 
sect 58(1) Iwas displayed. 

1 2 

specified requirements 

RTA Chapter IX: Speed limits 
Operated a vehicle at a speed of 71-75 kmlh which is in 

1741 4500 Sect 59(4)(a) excess of the general speed limit of 60 k w h  which is I 5 0 
(applicable to that urban road 

I loperated a vehicle at a speed of 76-80 km/h which is in] 
1742 1 4501 1 Sect. 59(4)(a) lexcess of the general speed limit of 60 kmlh which is1 I 1 10 1 1 . . .  . 

lapplicable to that urban ioad I I 
loperated a vehicle at a speed of 81-85 kmlh which is in] 1 

1743 1 4502 1 Sect. 59(4)(a) ]excess of the general speed limit of 60 kmlh which is] I 1 15 1 2 

1 lappl~cable to that urban mad 

1 10~erated a vehicle at a weed of 86-90 kmlh which IS 1n1 1 1 
1744 1 4503 1 Sect. 59(4)(a) (ekess of the general speed limit of 60 km/h which is1 I 1 20 1 3 

I lapplicable to that urban road 

I loperated a vehicle at a speed of 91-95 kmlh which is in1 I I 
1745 1 4504 1 Sect 59(4)(a) excess of the general speed limit of 60 kMh which is 

/aoolicable to that urban road 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 100+ k w h  which is in 
1746 1 4506 1 Sect. 59(4)(a) lexcess of the general speed limit of 60 kMh which 1.1 0 I C I 6 

lapplicable to that urban mad I 
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Iperated a vehicle at a speed of 131-135 kmlh which i: 
I excess of the generalspeed limit of 120 kmlh which il Sect. 59(4)(a) 
pplicable to a freeway 

lperated a vehicle at a speed of 136-140 k d h  which il 
Sect. 59(4)(a) lexcess of the aeneral sbeed limit of 120 kmlh which i! 

~plicable to a freeway 

perated a vehicle at a speed of 141-145 kmlh which i! 
Sect. 59(4)(a) excess of the generalspeed limit of 120 kmlh which i! 

3plicabie to a freeway 

perated a vehicle at a speed of 146-150 k d h  which is 
excess of the general speed limit of 120 kmlh which is Sect. 59(4)(a) 

Sect. 59(4)(a) 

~plicable to a freeway 

Derated a vehicle at a S~eed of 151-155 kmlh which is 
'excess of the general sbeed limit of 120 k d h  which ir 
)plicable to a freeway 

perated a vehlcle at a speed of 156-160 kmlh which is 
excess of the aeneral speed limit of 120 k d h  which i s  Sect. 59(4)(a) 
)plicable to a freeway 

perated a vehicle at a speed of 160+ kmlh which is in 
Sect. 59(4)(a) 

Sect 59(4)(a) 

:cess of the general speed limit of 120 k d h  which is 
)plicable to a freeway 
3erated a vehicle at a speed of 11 1-1 15 kmlh whlch is 
excess of the general sbeed lim~t of 100 kmlh which is 
~plicable to that rural road 
2erated a vehicle at a speed of 116-120 kmlh which is 
excess of the aeneral speed limit of 100 kmlh which is Sect. 59(4)(a) 
~plicable to that rural road 

~erated a vehicle at a speed of 121-125 k d h  which is 
Sect. 59(4)(a) excess of the general speed limit of 100 km/h which is 

~l icable to that rural road 
~erated a vehicle at a speed of 126-130 kmlh which is 
excessof the generalspeed limit of 100 kmlh which is Sect. 59(4)(a) 

Sect. 59(4)(a) 

ioo 

;q plicable to that rural road 

)crated a vehicle at a speed of 131-135 krnfh which is 
excess of the general sbeed limit of 100 kmlh which is 
plicable to that rural road 
)crated a vehicle at a speed of 136-140 kmlh which is 

Sect. 59(4)(a) excess of the general speed limit of 100 k d h  which is 
plicable to that rural road 

Berated a vehicle at a speed of 140+ k w h  which is in 
cess of the general speed limit of 100 kmlh which is 
plicable to that rural road I 

Sect. 59(4)(a) i 
~erated a vehicle at a speed of 11 1-1 15 km/h which is, 
excess of the speed limit of 100 kmlh as was indicated' 
:he prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

~erated a vehicle at a speed of 116-120 kmlh which is1 
Sect. 59(4)(b) in excess of the speed limit of 100 k d h  as was indicated 

in the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operateda vehicle at a speed of 121-125 krnlh which is 
Sect. 59(4)(b) in excessof the speedlimit of 100 knVh as wasindicated 1763 1 4523 1 1 

in the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 126-130 kmlh which is 
Sect. 59(4)(b) in excess of the speed limit of 100 k w h  as was indicated 1764 1 4524 1 1 

in the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 
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)perated a vehicle at a speed of 131-135 kmfh which is 
I excessof the speed limit of 100 kmlh as was indicated 
I the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

lperated a vehicle at a speed of 136-140 kmlh which is 
I excessof the speed limlt of 100 kmfh as was ind~cated 
I the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

4525 Sect 59(4)(b) 

4526 Sect. 59(4)(b) 

perated a vehicle at a speed of 140+ kmlh which is in 
ccess of the speed limit of 100 kmlh as was indicated in 
e prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

perated a vehicle at a speed of 131-1 35 kmlh which is 
excessof the speed limit of 120 kmlh as was indicated 
the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

perated a vehicle at a speed of 136-140 kmfh which is 
excessof the speed limit of 120 kmlh as was indicated 
the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

perated a vehicle at a speed of 141-145 kmfh which is 
excess of the speed limit of 120 kmfh as was indicated 
the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

th 
- 
0 
in 
In 
- 
0 
in 
in 
- 
01 
In 
in - 
01 
in 
in - 
01 

4532 Sect. 59(4)(b) in 
in 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 156-160 kmlh which is 
4533 Sect. 59(4)(b) in excess of the speed limit of 120 kmlh as was indicated I 30 5 

in the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 160+ kmfh which is in 
4534 Sect. 59(4)(b) excessof the speed limit of 120 kmfh as was indicated in 0 C 6 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 51-55 kmlh which is in 
4535 Sect. 59(4)(b) excess of the speed limit of 40 kmfh as was indicated in I 5 0 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 56-60 kmfh which is in 
4536 Sect. 59(4)(b) excessof the speed limit of 40 kmlh as was indicated in I 10 1 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 61-65 kmfh which is in 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 66-70 kmfh which is in 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

~erated a vehicle at a speed of 146-150 kmlh which is 
excessof the speed limit of 120 kmlh as was indicated 

3erated a vehicle at a meed of 151 -1 55 kmlh which is 
excess of the speed lim'it of 120 kmfh as was indicated 
the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 
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Short charge wording - reference to  National Road 
Traftic Act, 1996 

lperated a vehicle at a speed of 71-75 kmfh which is ir 
xcessof the speed limit of 40 kmfh as was mdicated ir  
le prescribed manner on a road traffic slgn 

Sect 59(4)(b) 

perated a vehicle at a speed of 76-80 kmlh which is in 
rcess of the speed limit of 40 kmlh as was indicated in 
e prescribed manner on a road traffic slgn 

perated a vehicle at a speed of 80+ kmlh which is in 
tcess of the speed limit of 40 k w h  as was indicated in 
e prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

perated a veh~cle at a speed of 71-75 kmlh which is in 
:cess of the speed limit of 60 kmlh as was indicated in 
e prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Sect. 59(4)(b) 

Sect. 59(4)(b) 

Sect. 59(4)(b) 

Sect 59(4)(b) * I  oerated a vehicle at a speed of 76-80 kmlh which is In 
:cess of the speed limit of 60 kmfh as was indicated in 
e prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

~erated a vehicle at a speed of 81-85 kmlh which is in 
cess of the speed limit of 60 kmlh as was indicated in 
s prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Sect 59(4)(b) 

loperated a vehicle at a speed of 86-90 kmlh which is In 
Sect. 59(4)(b) excess of the speed lhmit of 60 kmlh as was indicated in1 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 91-95 kmfh whch is in 
Sect 59(4)(b) excess of the speed limit of 60 kmfh as was mdicated in 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 96-1 00 kmlh which is in 
1547 Sect. 59(4)(b) excess of the speed limit of 60 kmlh as was indicated in 1 30 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic slgn 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 100+ kmfh which IS in 
Sect 59(4)(b) excess of the speed limit of 60 kmfh as was indicated in 0 4548 1 1 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 91-95 kmfh which is in 
4549 Sect. 59(4)(b) excess of the speed limit of 80 kmlh as was indicated in I 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 96-1 00 kmlh which is in 
4550 Sect. 59(4)(b) excess of the speed limit of 80 kmlh as was indicated in I 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a veh~cle at a speed of 101-105 kmlh which is 
4551 Sect 59(4)(b) ~n excess of the speed limit of 80 kmfh as was indicated I 

in the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 106-1 10 kmlh which IS 

4552 Sect. 59(4)(b) in excess of the speed h i t  of 80 kmlh as was indicated I 
In the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 
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Operated a vehicle at a speed of 11 1-1 15 k d h  which is 
Sect. 59(4)(b) in excess of the speed limit of 80 k d h  as was indicated I 

in the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 116-120 k d h  which is 
Sect. 59(4)(b) in excess of the speed limit of 80 kmlh as was indicated I 

in the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a vehicle at a speed of 120+ k d h  which is in 
Sect. 59(4)(b) excess of the speed limit of 80 k d h  as was indicated in 0 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a bus at a speed of 11 1-1 15 kmlh which is in 
Sect. 59(4)(b) excessof the speed limit of 100 kmlh as was indicated in I 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a bus at a speed of 116-120 kmlh which is in 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a bus at a speed of 121-125 kmlh which is in 

the prescribed manner on a road trafk sign 

Operated a bus at a speed of 126-130 k d h  which is in 
Sect. 59(4)(b) excess of the speed limit of 100 kmlh as was indicated in I 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a bus at a speed of 131-135 kmlh which is in 
Sect. 59(4)(b) excessof the speed limit of 100 kmh as was indicated in I 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

Operated a bus at a speed of 136-140 kmlh which is in 
Sect. 59(4)(b) excess of the speed limit of 100 k d h  as was indicated in I 

the prescribed manner on a road traffic sign 

loperated a bus at a speed of 140+ km/h which is in1 

Operated a minibus or midibus in terms of an operating 
Sect. 59(4)(b) licence at a speed of 111-115 k d h  which is in excessof I 

the 100 kmlh as prescribed by the Minister 

Operated a minibus or midibus in terms of an operating 

the 100 km/h as prescribed by the Minister 

Operated a minibus or midibus in terms of an operating 

the 100 kmlh as prescribed by the Minister 

Operated a minibus or midibus in terms of an 
Sect. 59(4)(c) licence at a speed of 126-1 30 kmlh which is in 

the 100 k d h  as prescribed by the Minister 
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Operated a minibus or midibus in terms of an operatin( 

Operated a minibus or midibus In terms of an operatinc 

the 100 kmlh as prescribed by the Minister 

Operated a minibus or midibus in terms of an operating 

100 kmlh as prescribed by the Minister 

beina the speed limit mescribed bv the Minister 

Operated a goods vehicle, the GVM > 9000 kg., at a 
Sect. 59(4)(c) speed of 96-1 00 kmlh which is in excess of the 80 kmlh 

being the speed limit prescribed by the Minister 

Operated a goods vehicle, the GVM > 9000 kg.. at a 
Sect. 59(4)(c) speed of 101-1 05 k w h  which is in excess of the 80 kmlh 

being the speed limit prescribed by the Minister 

Operated a goods vehicle, the GVM > 9000 kg., at a 
Sect 59(4)(c) speed of 106-1 10 kmlh which is in excessof the BO kmlh' 

being the speed limit prescribed by the Minister 

Operated a goods vehicle, the GVM > 9000 kg.. at a 
Sect. 59(4)(c) speed of 11 1-1 15 k w h  which is in excessof the 80 kmlh 

being the speed limit prescribed by the Minister 

Operated a goods vehicle. the GVM > 9000 kg.. at a 
Sect. 59(4)(c) speed of 116-120 km/h which is in excessof the 80 k w h  

beinq the speed limit prescribed bv the Minister 

Operated a goods vehicle, the GVM > 9000 kg.. at a 
Sect. 59f4lfc) I s ~ e e d  of 120+ k w h  which is in excess of the 80 kmlhl 0 . ,. , 

oetng the speeo l m t  prescnbed by tne Mmter  

loperated a comb~nat~on of ventcle, wtth a total GVM >I 

the 80 k w h  being the speed limit prescribed by the 
Minister 

Operated a combmation of vehicle, with a total 

sect, 59(4)(c) 9000 kg.. at a speedof 101-105 kmlh which is in 
of the 80 k w h  being the speed h i t  prescribed 

I l~ in ts ter  
loperated a combmat~on of veh~cle, w~th a total GVM >I 

Sect 59(4)(c) 
9000 kg, at a speed of 106-1 10 kmlh which is in exes  
of the 80 km/h being the speed limit prescribed by the 
Minister 1 ' 
Operated a combination of vehicle, with a total GVM > 

Sect, 59(4)(c) 
9000 kg., at a speedof 111-115 kmlh which is in exces 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 5 8 1 ~  1 1 :  of the 80 kmlh bemg the speed limit preswibed by the 
Minister 

Operated a combmation of vehicle, with a total GVM > 

4582 Sect, 59(4)(c) 
9000 kg.. at a speed of 116-1 20 k w h  which is in excess 
of the 80 kmlh being the speed limit prescribed by the 
Minister 
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Short charge wording - reference to National Road 
Traffic Act, 1996 

I Minister 

loperated an articulated vehicle. GVM of truck-tractor > 

Sect, 59(4)(c) 

Sect, 59(4)(c) 
9000 kg., at a speed of 91-95 kmlh which is in excesso 
the 80 kmlh being the speed limit prescribed by the 
Minister 

Operated a combinatin of vehicle, with a total GVM > 
9000 kg.. at a speed of 120+ kmlh which is in excesso 
the 80 kmlh being the speed limit prescribed by the 

Sect' 59(4)(c) 

Sect, 59(4)(c) 

Sect, 59(4,(c) 

Operated an articulated vehicle. GVM of truck-tractor > 
9000 kg., at a speed of 96-100 kmlh which is in excess01 
the 80 kmlh being the speed limit prescribed by the 
Minister 

Operated an articulated vehicle, GVM of truck-tractor > 
9000 kg., at a speedof 101-105 kmlh which is in excess 
of the 80 kmlh being the speed limit prescribed by the 
Minister 

Operated an articulated vehicle, GVM of truck-tractor > 
9000 kg, at a speed of 106-110 kmlh which is in excess 
of the 80 kmlh being the speed limit prescribed by the 
Mlnister 

Sect, 59(4)(c) 

Sect, 59(4)(c) 

Sect, 59(4)(c) 

Operated an articulated vehicle, GVM of truck-tractor > 
9000 kg., at a speed of 11 1-1 15 kmlh wh~ch is in excese 
of the 80 kmlh being the speed limit prescribed by the 
Minister 

Operated an articulated vehicle, GVM of truck-tractor > 
9000 kg., at a speed of 116-120 kmlh which IS in excess 
of the 80 kmlh being the speed limit prescribed by the 
Minister 

Operated an articulated vehicle, GVM of truck-tractor > 
9000 kg.. at a speed of 120+ kmlh which IS in excessof 
the 80 kmlh being the speed limit prescribed by the 
Minister 

?eg. 293(2)(b) 
Operated a bus or midibus or minibus without displaying 
a sign that the vehicle was not to exceed 100kmlh or with 
a sign not complying with SANS 1329 specifications 

Reg, 295(1) 

Operated a vehicle and drove the motor vehlcle on a 

Reg, 296A(1) 
dedicated lane, other than the class of veh~cles referredto 
by such sign, between the hours of 06hOO to 09h00 and 

I 

16h00 to 18h30 Monday to Friday 

Operated a tractor or trailer at a speed in excess of 35 
kilometres per hour 

Reg. 295(2) 

5002 Reg. 297(1) 
Failed to keep lefl on divided madway or roadway with 
physical barrier etc. I 

Tractorltrailer displaying a sign on the rear denotmg that 
the vehicle is subject to a speed of 35kmlh - sign not 
complying with SANS 1329 

On a road which was divided into two or more roadway 

Reg, 297(2) 
by means of an intervening space or by a physical 
or dividing section so constructed as to impede vehicula 
traffic, failed to drive upon the left-hand roadway 
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- .- 
As the driver of a vehicle passed another vehicle 

1838 5004 Reg, 298(1) proceedingin the same direction on that road. and moved 
to the leff before he or she was safely clear of the vehicle 

1 20 

so passed 

Operated a vehicle and passed another vehicle 
1839 5005 Reg. 298(1) proceeding in the same direction, not to the right of the 1 20 

said veh~cle or not at a safe distance 

Being the driver of a vehicle, passed another vehicle 
1840 5006 Reg. 298(1) proceeding in the same direction on that road on the left 1 20 

by driving on the shoulder or verge of the road 

Passed a vehicle whilst approaching (a) the summit of a 

1841 Reg, 298(2) rise or (b) a curve or (c) any other place passing could 
have created a hazard for a vehicle from the opposite 

1 20 

direction 

Upon becoming aware of other traffic proceeding in the 
1842 5008 Reg. 298(3) same direction and wishing to pass. accelerated the 1 20 

speed of the vehicle before the other vehicle had passed 
-- - - 

Upon becoming aware of other traffic proceeding in the 

1843 I 5oo( I R e g  298(3) 1 20 same direction and wishing to pass, failed to cause the 
vehicle to travel as near to the edge of the roadway as 
was possible 

When about to pass on-coming traffic, failed to ensure 

1844 Reg, 298(4) that the vehicle driven did not encroach on the roadway t 
the right in such a manner as may obstruct or endanger 

1 20 3 

such on-wming traffic 
1 , I 

Passed a stationary bus but failed to do so with due care 
1845 / 5011 1 1 Reg. 298(5) for the safety of personswho were approaching or leaving 

or might have approached or might have left such bus 

1845 1 So(2 1 Reg, 2g8A(2) 
Driving a vehicle on the shoulderof the road during times 
and under conditions that wuld endanger other traffic 

As pedal cycltst crossed a road when ~t was not clear of 

1847 5013 Reg 299(1) I 2 movmg traffic for a sufficlent d~stance to allow h m  or her 
to cross the road wlthout obstruct~ng or endanger~ngsuch 
traffic 

Drove a vehlcie and crossed the road when ~t was not 

1848 1 5014 I Reg 299(1) 1 clear of movlng traffic for a sufficlent distance to allow 
hlrn or her to cross the road wtthout obstruct~no or I I 

endangermg such traffic I ' 
]As pedal cycllst, entered a publlc road when he or she1 I 1 1 

1849 1 5015 1 Reg 299(2) lcould not do so wtth safety to h~mself or herselfand other1 I 1 2 1 1 
]traffic I $9, 

Operated a vehlcle, entered the road when he or she 
1850 5016 Reg 299(2) wuld not do so wlth safetv to htmself or herselfand other 1 20 3 

I I l ~ r i v m g  vehicle on road divided into traffic lanes by1 

ra51 1 5o17 I Reg, 2gg(3r appro&eroad t r a ~  signs, turned from onelane into or 
/across another lane when he or she could not do sil I I 20 I I 
wlthout obstruct~ng or endangermg other traffic 

I /AS pedal cycllst intending to tum such cycle to the left or1 I 1 ' 1  
1852 5018 Reg 300 I 2 right, or to move such cycle to the left or r~ght on the 

roadway, faded to give a conspicuous s~gnal. In the " 
100 

prescribed manner 
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1 move such vehicle to the left or right on the roadway, 
liled to give a conspicuous signal, in the prescribed Reg. 300 

river, intending to stop such vehicle or to suddenly 
!duce the speed thereof, failed to give a conspicuous I 
gnal, in the prescribed manner, of his or her intention 

Reg. 300 

Reg. 301 
perated a vehide and upon entering trafic island, failed 

yield the right of way to all vehicular trafic that I 
~proached from the right within such junction 

m e d  to the left without due regard to the provision of 
gulation 301 or failed to indicate an intention to turn or I 
d not steer as near to the left edge as possible or failed 
turn with due care 

perateda vehicle and turning to the right, effected such 
rnmg when he or she could not do so without I 
strutting or endanqerinc~ other tramc 

Reg. 302(1) 

Reg. 302(2) 

Reg 302(2)(a)(i), 

Reg 302(2)(a)(li) 

ailed to steer vehicle as near to the immediate left of the 
iddle line after turning right on a roadway for traffic in1 I - - 

bth directions 
.iver turned right at traffic island but did not oass to the1 
t of traffic island or comply with directions of'sign ~ o a d l  I 
' two-way traffic 

.iver turned right at an intersection and encroached on1 
-- 

Dr 
Reg. 302(2)(a)(ii) right half of road into which helshe had turned. Road for I 

twc-way traffic 

Reg, 302(2)(b)(i) Driver turned to the right and failed to steer vehicle as I near as possible to right edge of road (one-way road) 

/Driver turned right at traffic island but did not pass to the 
1eg 302(2)(b)(ii) left of traffic island or compb with directions on sigh/ I 

I(Road for one-way traffic) 

IDrlver turned riaht at an rntersection and encroached on1 
ieg. 302(2)(b)(ii) right half of road into which helshe turned. Road for one- I 

way traffic 

Operated a vehicle while towing or drawing another 
Reg. 303 vehicle, failed to do it in the manner prescribed in the I 

National Road Traffic Regulations 2000 

Stopped a vehicle alongside or opposlte an excavation or 
Reg. 304(a) obstruction and thereby obstructed or endangered other I 

traffic 

Stopped a vehicle on a public road within a tunnel or 

Stopped a vehicle on or within six metres from the 

normal width thereof was constricted 

Reg, 304(d) Stopped a vehicle on the roadway or shoulder in 
contravention of a road traffic sign I 

Reg, 304(e) 
Stopped a vehicle on the right-hand side of such roadway 

I facing on-coming traffic 
-- 

]stopped a vehicle alongs~de orpposlte another v e m  

Reg  304(fl I on such roadway where such roadway was less than ntne 
metres wide 

Reg, 304(g) Stopped a vehicle within the railway reserve at a level 
crossina I 
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Reg. 304(h) 
topped a vehlcle wlthln nlne metres of h ~ s  or her 
pproachlng slde of a pedestrian crosslng demarcated by 1 20 
Dproprlate road traffic slgns 

topped a vehlcle where the stopplng constituted a 
snoer or an obstructlon to other traffic or was hkelv to 1 20 Reg. 304(i) 
mstttute a danger or obstruction to other traffic 

arked a veh~cle on a publ~c road In contravention of a1 , I _ 
Reg. 305(l)(a) 

lad traffic sign 
I 5 

arked a vehicle alongside or opposite another vehlcle on 
rch roadway where such roadway was less than nine I 5 Reg. 305(l)(b) 
etres wide 

srked a vehicle where the parking constituted a danger 
an obstruction to other traffic or was likely to constitute I 5 

danger or obstruction to other traffic 

- 

Reg. 305(l)(b) 

Reg. 305(l)(b) , 
vked a vehicle alongside or opposite an excavation or 
struction and thereby obstructed or endangered other 
sffic 

arked a vehlcle within the railway reserve at a level 
Dssing 

I 5 

vked a vehicle within nine metres of his or her 
~proachmg s~de  of a pedestr~an crossing demarcated by I 5 
I approprlate road traffic sign 
~rked a vehicle on the right-hand side of such roadwav . 1880 5046 Reg 305U)Ib) I 3 tCing on-coming - 

- 
Parked a vehicle or shoulder in contravention of a road 

18'1 5047 Reg' 305(1)(b) I 5 
traffic sign to wit a no parking sign 

Parked a vehicle on or within six metres from the 
1882 5048 Reg. 305(l)(b) beginning or end of any part of such roadway where the I 5 

normal width thereof was constricted 

/ 1883 1 504g / Reg, 305(l)(b) Parked a vehicle within a tunnel or subway or on a bridge 
or within SIX metres of a tunnel, subway or br~dge 

I I 5050 / Reg, 305(1)(c) 
Parked a vehicle within a tunnel or subway or on a bridge 
or within six metres of a tunnel, subway or bridge 

1885 5051 Reg, 305(l)(d) 
Parked a vehicle at a place where the vehicle obscured a 
road traffic sign 

I 
I 

Parked a vehicle in such a manner as to encroach on the 
1886 5052 Reg. 305(l)(e) I 5 

sidewalk 

I 1887 I 5053 I Reg, 305(1)(0 
Parked a vehicle in such a manner as to obstruct any 
private or public vehicular entrance to such road 

Parked a vehicle on a portion of the road or the shoulders 
1888 5054 Reg 305(3) outs~de an urban area or with any part of such vehicle I 5 

within I m  of the edge of such roadway 

Parked a vehicle within an urban area within 9m of the 
1889 5055 Reg. 305(4)(a) side from which he approached a pedestrian crossing I 5 0 

demarcated by appropriate road traffic signs 

Parked a vehicle within an urban area within 5m of an 
1890 5056 Reg. 305(4)(b) intersection where such parkmg was not permitted by a I 5 0 

road traffic sign 

1891 5057 Reg, 305(4)(c) I 5 0 
Parked a vehicle within an urban area upon or over the 
actuating mechanism of a traffic signal 

1892 5058 Reg. 305(4)(d)(i) I 5 0 
Parked vehicle with left-hand wheel more than 450mm 
wlthln roadway 
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Parked a vehicle within an urban area restricted to 

leg. 305(4)(d)(ii) 
vehicles moving in one direction, on the right-hand side 
w~th the outside of any right-hand wheel thereof more 
lthan 450 mm within the roadway 1 

Reg. 305(4)(e) (Parked a vehicle on a road less than 5.5m wide 1 1  
Parked a vehicle on a traffic island or in a pedestrian mall 

R e g  305(5) lor pedestrian lane 
I 

As driver of a fire-fighting vehicle, rescue vehicle or 
Reg. 306(2) ambulance. stopped or parked without displaying the I 

identification lamos as described in regulation 176 

As the driver of a vehicle, failed to stop such vehicle in 
Reg 307(a) compliance with a direction conveyed by a road traffic I 

sign or given by a traffic officer in uniform 

As the driver of a vehicle, failed to stop such vehicle at 

Reg, 307(b) 
the request or on the signal of a person leading or driving 
a bovine animal, horse, ass, mule, sheep, goat, pig or 
ostrich 

Reg, 308(l,(a) 
Operator of vehicle caused it to travel backwards when it 
could not be done in safety 

I 1 OOC - 
1000 

1000 

- 
1000 

Caused the vehicle to run backwards for a distance or 

Reg, 308(l)(a) 
longer time than was necessary for the safety or 
reasonableconvenienceof any occupant of that vehicle or 

I 

other traffic on such road 

Operated vehicle whilst following more closely than was 
ieg. 308(l)(b) reasonable and prudent with regard to the speed of the I 

other vehicle, the traffic and the condition of the roadway 1 
Driver permitted person etc, to occupy a position that 

ieg. 308(l)(c) prevented himlher from having complete control over the I 
vehicle or beinp able to signal hisfher intention 

Driver of a vehicle permitted a person to take hold of or 

Driver of a vehicle allowed such vehicle to remain 
unattendedwithout setting its brake or adopting a method 

ieg' 308(1)(f) effectively preventing the vehicle from moving from the 
I 

position in which it was lefl 

Driver of a parked or stationary vehicle at the side of the 
road, drovevehicle from that position while not being able 

leg' 308(1)(g) to do so without interfering with moving traffic I 10 

approaching from any direction and with safety 

As the driver of a vehicle failed to give immediate and 

!eg, 308(l)(h) 
absolute right of way to a vehicle sounding a device or 
bell in terms of section 58(3) or 60 of the National Road 
Traffic Act (Act 93 of 1996) 1 lo 
As the drlver of a vehcle, allowed a port~on of the body to 

?eg 308(1)(1) protrude beyond such veh~cle whde ~t was ~n mot~on. I 5 
when such protrudmg was not for allowed purposes 
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As the driver of a vehicle, permitted a personor animal to 
Reg. 308(l)(i) occupy the roof, any step or running board or any other I 

place on top of that vehicle when in motion 

As the driver of a vehicle, caused or allowed the engine 
Reg. 308(1)(k) Ithereof to run in such manner that it emitted smoke or1 I 

1 fumes I 
IAS the driver of a vehicle, caused or allowed the enainel I 

Reg. 308(1)(1) thereof to run while the vehicle was stationary and I 5 
unattended 

I I I 

As the driver of a vehicle, negligently or 

Reg, 308(l)(m) 
or caused or permitted to be deposited 
liquid fuel or grease or other flammable or offensiv 
matter etc, alongside such roadway. 

As the driver of a vehicle caused or allowed the engine 
Reg. 308(l)(n) thereof to run while petrol or other flammable fuel was I 

being delivered into the fuel tank of such vehicle 

When he or she was not the driver of a vehicle, took hold 
Reg. 308(2) of or interfered with the steering or operating mechanism 

of the vehicle while it was in motion. 

Reg 308(3) 1 - As passengeron a vehtcle, perm~tted any part of h ~ s  or 
her body to protrude beyond such vehlcle 

Entered or altghted from a vehicle when such vehicle was 
Reg. 308(4) not stationary, or, when he or she could not do so with I 2 

safety to hlrnself or herself or other users of the road 

Operated, pulled or pushed a vehicle, other than a 
Reg. 308(5) perambulator, invalid chair, baby cart or child's play I 10 

I Ivehicle, upon a s~dewalk 
5084 1 Reg 308(5) ]Operated a pedal cycle on a publ~c sidewalk 1 1  1 2  

I looerated a vehicle while a cellular or mobile teleohond I 
5085 

5086 

i087 

1 l ~a r r ied  a passenger on a 50cc motor cycle or, a1 1 I 

- , 
Reg. 308A(l)(a) was held in one or both hands or with any other part of 1 10 

the body 

Used a cellular or mobile telephone or any other 
Reg. 308A(l)(b) communication device that was not affixedto the vehicle I 5 

or was not part of the fixture In the vehicle 

Operated motor cycle etc, with the feet not resttng on the 

Reg, 309(1) 
front footrestsand where the design of such cycle made it 
possible to do so, the cyclist was not seated astr~de on 

I 5 

the saddle 

1922 

1923 

I 1924 I 5090 I Reg309(4) I Carried more than two adult persons In a sideca 
attached to motor mcle on a ~ub l i c  road 

5088 

5089 

Reg 309(2) 
passenger was not seated in a sidecar or astride on a 
pillion or, in such latter event, the feet were not resting on 

I 

footrests 

Rode on motor cycle on which more than two persons, 
Reg. 309(3) excluding a person r~ding in a sidecar attached to such I 

motor cycle, were riding 

I I I I I 

1925 C 

1926 

5091 
Operated a motor-cycle etc and carned a person, animal 

Reg 309(5) etc In front that was bulky, not securely attached or not I 5 

5092 

in a carrier 

Driver of a motor cycle, overtook another vehicle at the 
Reg. 309(6) same time as another driver of a motor cycle overtook I 5 0 

such other veh~cle 
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5093 1 Reg. 309(6) )perator of a motor cycle failed to drive in single file I I 

5094 1 Reg. 309(7) 
Vhen driving a motor cycle, motor trlcycle or motor 
uadrucycle. or was seated on such, took hold of another/ I 
ehicle in motion I 

5095 I Reg 309(8) 
lriver of motor cycle, motor tricycle 
uadrucyde, failed to do SO with at least one hayd I 
andlebars 

uadrucycle, failed to ensure that all the wheels of such 
lotor cycle etc. were in contact with the surface of the 

perated or permitted a vehicle to be operated wh~lst it 
as causing noise in excess of the prescribed noise leve 

se was not necessary in order to comply with the 
.ovisions of these regulations, or on the grounds of 

5098 1 Reg. 3101 

Reg. 31 l ( 2 )  

Reg. 31 l(3)  

F; 
W - 
PI - 
PI 
as - 
P( 
ar - 
P( 
sv - 
Pt 
ot 
frc - 
PC 

ailed to be seated astride on the saddle of a pedal cycle I 
hen he or she was riding a pedal cycle I 
edal cyclist failed to ride in single file I I 
edal cvclist overtook another vehicle at the same time1 . 
another pedal cyclist 

srson riding or seated on a pedal cycle, took hold of 
iother vehicle in motion 
sdal cyclist deliberately caused such pedal cycle to 
verve from side to side 

5103 1 Reg, 3 l l ( 4 )  , 
?dal cyclist carried a person, animal or object 
)strutted his or her view or that prevented him or 
)m exercising complete control over h~slher movement 

5104 1 Reg. 311(5) 

da l  cvclist did not have at least one hand on the1 , 

lndlebars of such pedal cycle while riding . 
I 

tdal cyclist rode a pedal cycle on a portion of the road1 , 
- 
PC 

'Io6 I Reg' 31 (7) 
]not set aside for cvclists 

. 

Rode a pedal cycle ~n such a manner that all the wheels 
5107 Reg 31 l(8)  of such pedal cycle were not In contact wlth the surface I 1 

of the road at all times 

5108 Reg, 31 2(1) Person operating any locomotive etc. that had to cross a 
road on rails, failed to glve sufficient warning 

I 

Operated or was in charge of a locomotive or device 

Reg, 312(2) 
referredto in subregulation (1), caused or allowed it to be 

5 1 0 9 1  1 stopped on a public road in such a manner as to obstruct 
or hinder traffic on such road 

I l~eFt or allowed a bovine animal, horse, ass. mule. sheed I 
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Short charge wording - reference to National Road 
Traffic Act. 1996 

Reg. 314(1) 
nimal-drawn vehicle on public road without name an1 
jdress of owner affixed to left hand side of vehicle 

perated an animal-drawn vehicle when the vehicle anc 
le harness and the other equipment thereof were not ir Reg. 314(2) 
i efficient and safe condition 

Reg. 314(3) 

Reg. 314(4) 

s the owner of an animaldrawn vehicle caused o 
srmitted it to be used by a person who was no 
Imptent to drive and control such vehicle 

river of animal-drawn vehicle failed to cuntrol vehiclc 
i d  animals at all times whilst vehicle was stationary 

iimal-drawn vehicle not controlled by reins with nt 
?son in charge of leading the team and exercisin! 
mtrol over them 

Reg. 3 14(5) 

Reg. 314(6) 
srmitted an animal-drawn vehicle to follow anothe 
iimal-drawn vehicle at a distance not exceeding 150m 

here a pedestrian crossing was situated in conjunctior 
th a traffic signal, entered such crossing as pedestrian 
~t In accordance with the mdlcations of such traffic 
3nal 

?dal cyclist failed to yield the right of way to E 
bdestrian at a pedestrian crossing 

,iver failed to yield the right of way, slow down or s t o ~  
. a oedestrian at a oedestrian crossina 

Reg. 315(1) 

Reg. 315(2) 

Reg. 315(2) 

I pedestrian suddenly entered a pedestrian crossins 
d walked or ran into the path of a vehicle which was sc 
)se that it was impossible for the driver to yield 

Reg. 315(3) 

Reg. 31 5(4) 
; the driver of a vehicle, approaching from the rear, 
ssed a vehicle that had stopped at a pedestriar 
Issing to permit pedestrians to cross the roadway 

alked on a public roadway where a sidewalk or footpatt' 
utted on the roadway 

iled to walk on the road which had no sidewalk or 
Itpath abutting on the road, as near as practicable to 
! edge of the road on the right-hand s~de so as to face 
-coming traffic 

Reg. 316(2) 

Reg. 31 6(3) 
ossed a road on foot without ensuring that the roadway 
1s sufficiently free from on-coming traffic to permit him 
her to cross the road in safety 

ien crossing road on foot by means of a pedestrian 
~ssing or in any other manner, lingered on such road 
d did not proceed with due dispatch 

destrian acted in such a manner as to, or as was likely 
constitute a source of danger to hmself or herself or to 
I%C that was or might have been on such road 

1962 1 5128 1 Reg. 316(4) 

1963 I 5129 1 Reg 316(5) 

Crossed a road on foot at a place that was not a 

Reg, 316(6) 
pedestrian crossing or an intersection or not at a distance 

1 9 6 4 I 5 1 3 0 ~  r of more than 50 m from such pedestrian crossing or 

1965 5131 Reg. 317(2) 

intersection 

Organized a raceisport on a public road without obtaining 
pnor written consent from MEC 
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ailed to comply with the conditions imposed by the MEC 
r a local authority in respect of a race or sport on z Reg. 317(3) 
ublic road 
loerated a vehicle that was  art of a convoy at a time 

Reg. 318(l)(a) 
,hen it was prohibited to do so 

perated a vehicle that was part of a convoy over the Reg. 318(l)(b) 

Reg. 319(1) 

Reg. 319(1) 

hristrnas period when it was prohibited to do so 

llfully or unnecessarily prevented, hindered 01 

terrupted the free and proper passage of traffic on z 
~b l i c  road with an object 

lilfully or unnecessarily prevented, hindered 01 

terrubted the free and proper passage of traffic on a 
~b l ic  road with a vehicle 1 C; 

M, 
ve 
thl 

aced or abandoned or caused to be placed or 
~andoned an object on a publlc road that m~ght have 
Idangered or caused damage to traffic on such road 

?ft a veh~cie on a public road ~n the same place for a 
mtlnuous per~od of more than seven days 

Reg. 319(2) 

Reg. 320(8) 

Reg. 321 (a) 
aused a wheel of a vehicle on a public road to drag or 
bin upon the surface of the roadway 

ade use of chocks or shoes between a wheel of a 
!hide on a public road moving along the roadway and 
a surface of such roadway 

wrated a vehicle or moved a vehicle on a oublic road in 

Reg. 321(b) 1 

causing or likely to cause damag; thereto 
Reg. 321 (c) 

Reg, 322(b)(i) 
Traded with motor vehicles in an urban area at a place 
where it was prohibited to do so 1 

Reg, 322(b)(i) 
Traded with goods in an urban area at a place where it 
was orohibited to do so 
Sold, displayed, offeredfor sale or deliveredpursuant to a 

5144 Reg. 322(b)(ii) sale or any goods on or alongside a public road outside 
an urban area 

Sold, displayed, offered for sale or delivered pursuant to a 
5145 Reg. 322(b)(ii) sale or any goods on or alongside a public road outside 

X, t * *X A 

A- ": 
.A%& 

an urban area *? : 
i146 Reg 323(1)(a) Operated a vehlcle drawn by an anmal on a freeway I 5 pi -9- 

i147 Reg 323(1)(b) Operated a pedal cycle on a freeway I 5 

i148 Reg 323(1)(c) 1 10 1 
Operated a motorcycle not exceedmg 50cc or one 
propelled by electnc power on a freeway 

i149 Reg 323(1)(d) 1 10 1 
Operated motor trlcycle or motor quadrucycle on a 
freewav 

Stopped a vehicle on a freeway not in t e n s  or 
circumstances allowed by regulation 323(3)(c)(i)-(iv) of 
these reaulations 

156 1 Reg. 323(2)(d) l ~ a v e  a hand signal when driving a vehicle on a freeway I I ( 10 1 1 

Driver, aware that a vehicle behmd himiher wanted to 
157 I Reg 323(5) / p a r  steered the vehicle to the Iehhand h e  and then 

accelerated before the other vehicle had oassed 
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Cha ter X Part II: Drivin si nals 

I 1993 1 5301 / Reg. 325 fj3y%$ 
Reg 326(1)(b) I 3 ;;;; 1 Reg 327 

Reg. 329(2) 

I 1999 / 5307 I Reg. i ( 2 )  

SCHEDULE 3: AARTO ~egulation 
4 

Shorl charge wording - reference to National Road 
Traffic Act, 1996 

lriver, intending to turnlmove to the right, failed to give 
je correct hand signal of hidher intention in time 1 1 1 ::: 1 ::: 1 1 
lriver failed to use hislher indicator when helshe 
)tended to turn left 
river failed to use hislher indicator when helshe 
Itended to turn right 

250 125 125 

rlver, intending to turn in any direction failed to keep 
I 

slher indicator on for the requ~red period of time 
0 250 125 125 0 

I 

nd signals for the control of traffic 
Irlver, intending to turn1 move to the left, failed to give 
ie  correct hand signal of histher intention in time 

rlver wlth a veh~cle not fitted wlth a stop lamp dld not 
ve the correct hand s~gnal when helshe Intended to stoj~ 

elng a pedestnan to whom a traff~c officer had glven a 
gnal to stop, proceeded before such officer signalled 
m or her to do so 

elng the drlver of a veh~cle to whom a traffic omcer had 
ven a stop s~gnal, proceeded before such officer 
gnalled h ~ m  or her to do so 

250 I 

I 

I 

I 

Chapter X 

2000 

2001 

2002 

2003 

2004 

2005 

2006 

2007 

,Matters relatinq to driving while under the influence of intoxicating liquor or drug having a narcotic effect, and 
NRTA Chapter X: Accidents and accident reports 

500 

500 

500 

500 

500 

500 

250 

500 

0 125 5 

5 

2 

5 

250 

250 

250 

250 

250 

250 

125 

250 

125 0 

Part Ill: 

5400 

5401 

5402 

5403 

5404 

5405 

5406 

5407 

500 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I 

I 

I 

, 

, 
I 

I 

0 

0 

0 

1000 

0 

0 

General - towing 

Reg, 330(a) 

Reg. 330(b) 

Reg, 330(c) 

Reg. 330(d) 

Reg, 330(e) 

Reg. 330(f) 

Reg. 330(g) 

Reg, 330(g) 

500 

0 

0 

20 

C 

C 

1 

0 

0 

250 

100 

250 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

5 

10 

of vehicles 

Operated a vehlcle towlng another vehicle with a tow- 
rope, chain or tow-bar longer than three and a half metre:, 

Operated a vehicle on a road towing another vehicle 
whilst the towed vehicle was not connected in such a 
manner as to ensure that both vehicles were under 
control 

Operated a vehicle towing another vehicle fitted with a 
steering gear whilst such steering gear was not controlled 
by a person holding a code of driver's licence of the 
correct class 

Operated a vehicle towing another vehicle whilst the 
brakes of the towed vehicle did not comply with the 
provisions of regulation 155 

Operated a vehicle towing another vehicle at a speed in 
excess of 30 kmlh whilst the towing vehicle was not 
connected to the towed vehicle by means of a drawbaror 
tow-bar 

Operated a vehicle towing another vehicle conveying 
persons, whilst the towed vehicle was not a semi-trailer 

Used a pedal cycle to tow another vehicle on a public 
road 
Used a motor cycle, motor tricycle or motor quadrucycle 
to tow another veh~cle 

3 

6 

6 

Failed to stop vehicle at the scene of an acadent in whict 
he or she was involved where someone suffered damage 

Failed to stop vehicle at the scene of an accident in whict 
he or she was involved where someone was injured or 
killed 
Failed to ascertain if someone was killed or injured or the 
extent of injuries at the scene of an accident in which he 
or she was involved 

2008 

2009 

2010 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

125 

50 

125 

5500 

5501 

5502 

Sect, 61(1 )(a) 

Sect. 61(1)(a) 

Sed. 61(l)(b) 

125 

50 

125 

0 

0 

0 
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